PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Apple Blossom

Odor Ban
CONCENTRATED DEODORIZER

ABOUT THIS PRODUCT
Odor Ban is simply the most effective odor eliminator on the market today.
It is a proprietary blend of, deodorizing agents and odor modifiers which
break down the molecular structures of odor-causing substances. Odor
Ban removes odors caused by urine, vomit, feces, blood, mildew, decaying
food, and other organic matter. Odor Ban contains a new cutting edge
technology that actually modifies the molecular structure and neutralizes
odors.
EXCELLENT FOR: Household areas such as kitchens, restrooms, laundry rooms,
drains, pet areas, etc. Odor Ban can also be used at Hotels, Motels, Restaurants, Carpet Cleaning, Dog and Cat Kennels, Decay, Decomposition, Trash
cans, Disposal Trucks, Sewage Plants, Composts, Rendering Plants, etc.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Appearance: Green Liquid
Specific Gravity: 0.99
Odor: Apple Blossom
Ph (Conc.): 6-8
Flash Point: >212°F (100°C)

DIRECTIONS
Dilute at a rate of 4 to 8oz of Odor Ban per gallon of water or 1 to 2 oz per
trigger spray bottle. Odor Ban can be used on fabric surfaces such as
upholstered furniture and carpeting. Use sparingly. Spray lightly wherever
offensive odors are to be controlled.
For outdoor areas such as garbage dumps, sludge beds, incinerator pits,
etc. spray over the entire area. Use sparingly. Amount to be used varies
with the intensity of the malodor. In refuse cans, garbage containers, truck
beds, etc., spray before filling with debris. For best results also spray
around the sides and over the contents.

PACKAGING
12x32 oz, 4X64 oz, 4X1 gal

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

SCAN FOR SDS

Prevention: Wear eye protection/face protection. Response: If skin irritation
occurs: Get medical advice/attention. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with
water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do.
Continue rinsing. Immediately call a POISON CENTER/doctor/medical
professional.
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